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1 ASSIGNMENT
For the Game Architecture 1 class we needed to:
1. Create a spatial design model for a fire level for Banjo-Kazooie.
It must have make use of 3 patterns and 11 gameplay functions.
2. Create a complete documentation of how this level came to exist.
It must have research on patterns and functions, progressive level diagrams,
basic artwork, references and personal reflections on all the design choices.

1.1 Compulsory requirements
The level must contain the following:



A two sided theme.
NPC’s and a level that fits this theme.

Colectables:











10 Mr Jiggies
Lives
100 Notes
5 Jinjo’s (Red, green, pink, blue & yellow who together form 1 Jiggy)
A number of Mumbo Tokens
Eggs (for shooting)
Red feathers (for flying)
Gold feathers (for wonder wing)
2 hollow/extra honeycombs (if you’ve found 6 your life will be
enhanced with one extra honeycomb)
Honey hives (when smashed produces 3 honeycombs to refill your
life)

The level must also contain:

One Exit Pad
You will start here and if you come upon it again it will
transform you back to Gruntilda’s Liar.

One Witch Switch.
When activated a Jiggy will be exposed in Gruntilda’s Liar.
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Mumbo Jumbo’s Liar. This is a place in the level where
banjo can transform into an animal or object. For example a
termite or a pumpkin. The form must relate to the level.

Jump Pads
From this pad you can make a huge jump.

Take Off Pads
From this pad you can take off and fly.

1.2 Target Audience
Kids.
Banjo-Kazooie doesn’t have a fire level probably because it was made for kids. This
gives us a great advantage to implement it, but it will be hard to make it suitable for
the audience. Even though a fire level relates to death/hell/evil, we should probably
not use those.
If the level has the same look and feel as the other levels of Banjo-Kazooie we’ll have
the right audience.

1.3 Rules
A very important rule is: “When Banjo touches the lava he dies immediately.”
This is already determined in the game and cannot be changed.

2 BANJO-KAZOOIE
Banjo-Kazooie is a platform and action-adventure hybrid video game developed by
Rare and published by Nintendo in 1998 for the Nintendo 64. The game is the first
release in the Banjo-Kazooie series. The game's story focuses on a bear named
Banjo and a bird named Kazooie as they set out on a quest to rescue Banjo's sister,
Tooty, who has been kidnapped by the witch Gruntilda. Along their journey, the two
receive help from Mumbo Jumbo the shaman and Bottles the mole, as well as
various other characters in smaller roles. Banjo-Kazooie went on to become one of
the most popular games for console.
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2.1 Characters
2.1.1 Main Characters

Banjo
Hero.
A bear and the brother of the victim: Tooty. He is send
out to rescue his sister by defeating the witch Gruntilda.
He carries around his friend and helper Kazooie.

Kazooie
Partner/Sidekick.
A red-crested breegull and Banjo’s best friend. He is a
witty bird who does most of the talking.

Tooty.
Victim.
Banjo’s sister.
She is kidnapped while she was waiting for her lazy
brother.

Bottles
Dispatcher and helper.
He helps the player get to know the controls. Every time
there is a new move available, you will learn it at his
mole hole.

Mumbo Jumbo
Helper.
He is a shaman and can change the duo into various
creatures/objects if you have collected enough Mumbo
Tokens. He is always in his skull lair somewhere in the
level.
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Gruntilda
Villain.
She is an ugly evil witch who kidnaps Tooty out of
jealousy of her beauty.

Klungo
Villain helper.
Gruntilda’s loyal servant.

2.1.2 Helpers

Chimpy
He is an NPC at Mumbo’s Mountain. He says that he is
hungry. If the player steals an orange from Conga the gorilla
and brings it to Chimpy the monkey will move from his
platform which raises it and a puzzle piece will appear.

Hippo
An old sea hippo who is crying on his ship “The Salty Hippo”
because his treasure is missing and he cannot go look for it
because he can’t swim.
If Banjo helps him find his sunken treasures, he will reward
you with a puzzle piece.

Leaky
He is a bucket that’s leaking and if Banjo fixes his hole with
an egg he will empty the basin in Treasure Cove Trove.
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2.1.3 Enemies
Clamp
Clamps can be found in Treasure Trove Cove.
They jump around and are hard to hit because of this.

Crab
Crabs are found in Treasure Trove Cove and at Clanker’s
Cavern. They crawl around and are easily defeated.

Bomb
Is found at Treasure Trove Cove.
When Banjo enters the water they will approach Banjo, but
they aren’t very fast and they cannot dive. If they hit Banjo or
the water gets drained they’ll explode.
Snacker
Snacker the shark appears when the player gets into the sea
of Treasure Trove Cove. He cannot be defeated only fled
from. The best way to do that is by jumping out of the water
with feathery flap until Banjo reaches the shore.

This enemy is one that cannot move around; the evil treasure chest. It can also
be found at Treasure Trove Cove and often holds nice collectables and even
puzzle pieces. The player has to time a double jump to get inside of him and to
the collectables. The player must also be careful not to touch the teeth during
the jump.
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2.2 Levels
2.3.1 Spiral Mountain
The home of Banjo-Kazooie, you begin the game here
and can learn all the beginner moves here.

2.3.2 Gruntilda’s Lair
The main area where you can get access to all the
other worlds. Through Gruntilda switches in other
worlds 10 Jiggies will be revealed.

2.3.3 Mumbo's Mountain
The first real world where you need to collect 10
Jiggies and 100 notes in order to progress. It has a
jungle theme and a whole lot of moves to learn at
molehills. The big boss of this level is Conga the
Gorilla and there termites and even a bull.

2.3.4 Treasure Trove Cove
A pirate themed level. It’s a huge island with a
massive arc at the centre. On top of this arc you can
find a lighthouse. A ship is also stranded at the centre
and a shark is guarding the waters. Two new moves
can be found here: flying pads and shock jump pads.

2.3.5 Clanker's Cavern
This level is a mangled mass of mechanics, pipes and
flooded caves. Lots of water and a giant mechanical
shark called Clanker. This place is used as Gruntilda’s
garbage disposal. One new move can be found here.
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2.3.6 Bubblegloop Swamp
Supposed poison level. It’s a dangerous swamp full
with piranhas. You can find a giant fake crocodile
which is home to a greedy live crocodile called Mr.
Vile. A giant living turtle houses Tiptup and his turtle
choir.

2.3.7 Freezeezy Peak
A winter/holiday themed level. Lots of snow, a huge
snowman. You can find twinklies, evil snowmen and
Boggy’s family. This level also contains an ice key.

2.3.8 Gobi's Valley
The ancient Egypt level which consists of a desert
with pyramids, quicksand and sphinxes. There’s also
a camel called Gobi which the level is names after.

2.3.9 Mad Monster Mansion
The worst level of Banjo-Kazooie, its place is out of
place and differs from other levels. It has a horror
theme, and contains haunted houses, mazes, ghosts
and tombstones. There’s also a toilet named Loggo.

2.3.10 Rusty Bucket Bay
The harbor world. It has a large cargo ship (H.M.S.
Gruntilda or Rusty Bucket) which is docked. There’s
polluted water and several warehouses.

2.3.11 Click Clock Wood
The most famous level of Banjo-Kazooie. It has a
giant tree at the center and four different doors that
will change the season.
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2.3 Moves

You can control both Banjo and Kazooie. Kazooie is mostly carried on Banjo’s
back, but the bird is very useful with some of the moves.
Climb
Stand next to the item you want to climb and simply press jump (A) Banjo will
automatically cling to the item and you can use the control stick to climb up or
down.
Swim
Swim is the same as walking. Use the control stick to swim around.
Dive
Press (B) while swimming to dive.
Use (A) to swim slowly and more controlled and (B) to swim fast.
Scratch
You attack with (B). Banjo takes a few swings to the target in front of you. This
attack is considered week.
Feathery Flap
Jump by pressing (A) and then press (A) again to flap a short distance across a
gap or space.
Forward Roll
While walking press (B) you will make a forward roll that can knock out or damage
enemies.
Rat-a-tap Rap
Press (A) to jump and then (B) Kazooie will attack anything in front of you or higher
then floor level.
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Flap Flip
Hold (Z) to duck and then (A) this will make Banjo jump higher with the help of
Kazooie’s wings.
Beak Barge
Hold (Z) and then press (B) Kazooie will strike out at an enemy in front of you.
Talon Trot
Hold (Z) and then press (C Left) this will make Kazooie switch positions with Banjo
and walk for a change. He’s very fast and can walk right across of steep surfaces.
Egg Firing
Hold (Z) and then press (C Up) you will shoot an egg out of Kazooie’s mouth.
Hold (Z) and then press (C Down) you will shoot an egg at an angle out of
Kazooies backside.
Beak Buster
Press (A) to jump and then (Z) this will make Kazooie slam into the ground below
them. This move is used to activate switches and to break things or enemies.
Flying
For flying you need to have collected at least one red feather and find a Flight
Pad.
When standing on the flight pad, press (A) to jump and you’ve taken off. You can
control where you go by using the control stick and if you start to descent you can
press (A) again to use another red feather.
Shock Spring Jump
For this move you need to be standing on a shock spring pad
When you press and hold (A) Kazooie will bounce and make a huge jump.
You can use the control stick to alter your direction.
Wonder wing
You’ll need gold featers.
If you hold (Z) and press (C Right) you become invulnerable. You won’t be able to
attack enemies but they will not be able to hurt you.
Wading Boots
If you pick up the Wading Boots item by running into them, Banjo will switch places
with Kazooie who puts the boots on. This will enable you to walk through dangerous
murky waters.
Beak Bomb
If you press (B) while flying you will shoot yourself forward and attack or break
something. If you run into solid objects you will hurt yourself.
Turbo Trainers
White turbo trainers. Touch them and then go to bottles to run around with
tremendous speed.
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2.4 Puzzles
2.4.1 My Research on Puzzles
I did some extensive research on the puzzle pieces of Mumbo’s Mountain and
Treasure Trove Cove. Mapping one and even doing a scaled map of the other.
But for the presentation I discussed this hidden Puzzle Piece.
In Treasure Trove Cove when you are about to climb a tower by using ladders
you might spot this tiny ledge on the right side. Most players walk right past this
ledge even more so when the camera is not positioned right.

Here’s a map of what’s behind the ledge. Crates and platforms.
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There’s only one crate in the water that’s floating low enough for the player to
jump on. All the other objects and platforms are well above water.
So if Banjo falls, he’ll have to swim all the way back to this crate in order to try
again and that while trying not to get eaten by Snacker the shark.

The platforms that follow are relatively easy. Some jumps, some feathery flaps...
Collecting eggs as you go.
You still cannot see a puzzle piece, though it is at the third platform in the
screenshot. It’s very well hidden.
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And there it is. Mr. Jiggy.
I’ve chosen this puzzle piece because I had walked right past the edge the first
time and I thought that was pretty good designed. I like the fact that if you fall
you’re in a whole lot of trouble, depending on how far you are and that you have
to start all over again.

2.4.2 Collective Research
Here is a conclusion of our combined research about what kind of puzzles you
can have.
Search
Hidden element to be found.
Environment suggest its presence.
Exploring an unreachable part flying and get stuff there.
Use of Skill
Precision egg shot is one of the skills required to get the jigsaw puzzle.
Back egg shot is one of the skills required to get the jigsaw puzzle.
Mixed-function puzzle (fly, run, high jump, combine your abilities along a path to
reach the jigsaw puzzle).
Flying precision to get a Jigsaw or a multiple targets that get the jigsaw at the end.
Use your skill creatively with the environment to find a hidden jigsaw piece
(crushing the huts, walking on ice).
Time your jump to be allowed in or on some areas or onto some platforms.
Boss
Defeat a boss and get the puzzle (nibble, big monkey).
Defeat the boss and access a previously non-accessible space.
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Change
Change form and get new skills and get the puzzle.
Change form and get access to new areas and get the puzzle.
Change shape and access previously unreachable areas and jigsaw with the
specific quality of the new form
Challenge of an NPC
Race or challenge a NPC as banjo.
Race or challenge a NPC as another character.
Help a NPC to solve his problem: he will reward you with a jigsaw piece.
Collect certain items for an NPC and he will reward you.

Attack
Defeat small enemies to reach another area.
Defeat all small enemies to make a jigsaw puzzle appear.
Simple Puzzles
Solve simple puzzles like get key, open door, get orange for monkey.
Avoid bullets from an hostile NPC (snowman, monkey)
Mini Game
Mini games with growing difficulty (played many times with slightly different rules
or speed).
You can do mini games but to finish some you need extra skills from farther on.
Combine the ability of banjo and Kazooie.
Combine
In underwater level: manage space and oxygen to perform underwater tasks
(exploration, fighting, and puzzle).
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2.5 Maps
Here’s a map of Mumbo’s Mountain, which I made when I first played Banjo-Kazooie.

And at the following pages you’ll see a size comparison map I made of the second
level: Treasure Trove Cove.
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3 FIRE LEVELS
We had to do research on what kind of fire levels were around and how they were
integrated.

3.1 My research
I asked around, who knew a great fire level? And my little brothers and sisters
pointed out that Crash Bandicoot had a great fire level. Seeing that they were the
target audience I decided to research it.

Though my parents did have the game, it didn’t have any save games and seeing
that the fire level was somewhere at the end I just tried out Crash Bandicoot to get a
feel of the game and searched for the particular level online.
In short Crash Bandicoot is just a hyperactive character following a fixed path,
jumping and twirling around through levels. There aren’t a lot of moves (at least as far
as I’ve played) but it does contain puzzles and even the use of vehicles.
In the fire level Crash goes inside a cart and must collect the apples on its track. He
can hang to either side to tilt the cart in order to get all of the apples.
Beneath him is lava, which looks dangerous, but that’s all it does.
I’ve seen in some other game that the mining cart could also jump, but I’m not sure if
it can in Crash Bandicoot.
At some places there have been cases of nitro placed on the track which the player
has to avoid or they’ll explode.
This level is very industrial and I really liked the mining cart idea.
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3.2 Collective Research.
We also collected all of our research and combined it. The most interesting
conclusion I got from it where:
Creatures:
Dragons. Fire creatures that can spit/breathe fire. Cannot be harmed by fire.
A phoenix is also a creature of fire.
Lava/fire spitting monsters
Fire can spread or form smoke.
Red is warmth. Skies can look red and look very menacing.
There can be green lava which suggests toxicity.
Chains and metal are often used in a fire level since they resist fire better then wood.
Lava kills in Banjo-Kazooie, fire or heat does damage or gradual damage.
Fire or lava can set your path or block it.
Fires can be extinguished.
I also concluded that though fire and lava is mostly considered bad, the sun (which is
also basically fire and lava) is considered good and even the source of life.
One game used lava as the only means to kill your enemies which is very original.
There were also some very dark conclusions but since we’re creating a kid friendly
version I’m not going into that.
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4 FIRST CONCEPT IDEA’S
I want something that is kid friendly, it must have a fire theme and it must fit in with all
the other Banjo-Kazooie levels.

4.1 Brainstorm Fire Level

4.2 Possible themes
The existing themes of the Banjo Kazooie levels are:










Mumbo's Mountain: Jungle theme with gorillas and termites
Treasure Trove Cove: Pirates/Island theme
Clanker's Cavern: industrial/mechanic theme + disposal
Bubblegloop Swamp: Swamp theme + poison
Freezeezy Peak: Winter + holiday theme
Gobi's Valley: Ancient Egyptian + Desert theme
Mad Monster Mansion: Horror + haunted house theme
Rusty Bucket Bay: Cargo Ship + rusty port theme
Click Clock Wood: Giant tree + four seasons theme
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So for a fire level we could possible use





Volcano, Hawaii, beaches
Volcano, mountains, caves
Steam machine, industrial
Industrial, mine, dig

4.3 Hawaii/volcano theme
I think because we have to make a fire level for a game that is really kid friendly that
we should try and keep it that way. Besides, the lava is very dangerous for Banjo
because he dies instantly when he comes into contact with it. So we can’t make a fire
level with lots of lava. You would go nuts trying to get all 100 music notes.
So the thing that popped into my head almost instantly was Hawaii.
Hawaii is known for its volcano’s, but it is also known for its hospitality and their
flower necklaces.

4.3.1 Lei
A lei is a necklace of flowers or other items. It’s given on special occasions and
it’s considered bad luck to throw them away. Some lei’s contain money or candy.
If you give a lei to someone close to you it should be accomplished with one kiss
(honihoni).
They say that a lei is love, and you don’t thrown away love, so while some people
hang their lei’s inside or outside the house, some cute the string and let the
individual flowers float into the ocean.

4.3.2 Hawaiian Geyser
Hawaii does have blowholes that are named Hawaiian
geysers. But unlike Geysers they are not made with
help from heat and steam, but from holes: carwell,
that's an area where erosion has carved out an
opening in both the side and top of a lava shelf.
Waves come in the side and they force the water out.
There are also holes which only blow out air and they
make a nifty sound. There is also a legend that the
sound is a crying lizard at the caves nearby.

4.3.3 Limbo Contest
Hawaii is often mistaken for being the origin of the limbo dance. It actually comes
from the island of Trinidad at the Caribbean.

4.3.4 Hula Dancers
The first hula was supposed to be performed by a god or goddess which makes
this dance a holy ritual.
The costume consisted of leis for the head and shoulders a skirt made out of tapa
(grass) and anklets of dog-teeth or whale bones.
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4.3.5 Manoa Chinese Cemetery
There’s a Chinese cemetery that has the reputation of being haunted. Tales are
told about glowing fires and fire balls (akua lele / flying gods). If you were to see
one it was a bad omen of impending death. This cemetery is called Manoa and is
found at the manoa valley on Oahu.

4.3.6 Awapuhi
There’s a plants that the old Hawaiians used in medicine. It’s called the Awapuhi
(shampoo ginger) and the ashes of the leaves of this plant are used to treat cuts
and sores.

4.3.7 Hawaiian Food
A luau is a feast with lots of Hawaiian food. A luau is feast that could go on for
days and it is used for celebrating major events. There’s often entertainment in
the form of hula dancers and fire dancers. A traditional roasted pig (cooked in a pit
dug into the ground) is often offered to the guests.
The main sources of protein were fish, squid, limpet, crab and other seafood,
chicken and birds.
They also ate vegetables called taro tops and some other edible plants.
Fruits were: bananas, coconuts, raspberries, strawberries, mountain apples and
sugar cane.
They also ate dogs and the royalties always had pig.
Poi is made from the taro root and is a purple paste that, if appeared on the table,
made sure that everyone behaved nicely to one another.

4.3.8 Hawaiian Music
A good example of Hawaiian music can be found here. It’s also very suitable for
Banjo-Kazooie.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTIzkvvNrvU

4.3.9 Eye Contact
Hawaiians consider it rude to stare. In a conversation with a Hawaiian you will
notice that they make eye contact for 2-3 seconds, then look slightly away and
repeat.
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4.4 Name Level
A typical Hawaiian name for a fire level would be: Lava Luau. Which means Lava
Feast. Many thanks to Norani de Natris, who came up with this name.
However I later came up with an even better name when I found out that there had
been plans for 5 extra worlds in Banjo-Kazooie, including a fire level called Mt. Fire
Eyes.
People speculate that this level was supposed to be placed instead of Mad Monster
Mansion, which seems terrible out of place between all that lava.

4.5 The Setting
Hawaii consists of several islands. So that is what I’ll build.
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4.5.1 Sacred Sites (pattern 24)
“. . in every region and every town, indeed in every neighborhood, there are
special places which have come to symbolize the area, and the people's roots
there. These places may be natural beauties or historic landmarks left by ages
past. But in some form they are essential.”
Next to the volcano there is a temple, a sacred site of the Hawaiians that contains
their roots. It’s placed next to the volcano which is an ancient historic landmark.
It’s also surrounded and protected by water and possible the outburst of the
volcano.
It’s a holy island which is only reachable by boat to keep its secrecy.
I arranged the other islands so that the temple would be in the center, making it
sort of an inner sanctum.

4.5.2 Access to Water (pattern 25)
“Water is precious and covered by scared sites.
When natural bodies of water occur near human settlements, they should be
treated with great respect. Always preserve a belt of common land besides the
water. And allow settlements to come right down to the water only at infrequent
intervals along the waters edge.
It should be avoided that roads are placed directly next to it unless they lie at a
right angle to it.”

4.5.3 House Clusters (pattern 37)
“Houses should be grouped together and form clusters to make the inhabitants
feel comfortable.
Arrange house clusters around some common land and paths and arrange them
so that anyone can walk through them without feeling like a trespasser.”
So I want to place the Hawaiian huts around the road to form a nice cluster, but
the road will pass through it unlike as seen before in Banjo-Kazooie where the
clusters are placed at an end or corner which is probably more comfortable but
not necessary.
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People like having houses across the street, next to them and behind them. So I’ll
try to integrate that as much as possible. But if I need to skip homes they will be
the homes behind them since they are generally left out of close contact of a
home and separated with gardens and fences.

4.4 Atmosphere
The level should breathe warmth. Not fire… that’s not kiddy friendly, but warmth and
then add bit of lava to keep the player on their toes.
So I would begin with making the sun set, turning the sky orange/pink/purple.
Why not rise? Because a sun rise is much cooler then a sun set since everything still
needs to be warm up by the sun and the colors are often cooler as well.
But other than the theme and the volcano is there anything other that’s warm?
I’ve got hot springs, which are logically connected to the volcano and don’t kill banjo
Kazooie with one hit.
I could also add cannibals who might have torches and pots above fires ready to
cook Banjo.
The mine will also contain lava, and the industrial look that’s also often connected to
a fire level. But other than that I can’t really use fire elements on the industrial island.
However, my level appeared to be lacking a certain amount of fire. Al my fire
elements were placed at the edge of the level.
I corrected this by making a huge bon fire at the Hawaiian Islands. Plus the temple
with fire spirits, based on a legend as well…
Also I kept my fire eyes stone, since I needed my element of fire so much.
I also decided to make the sun huge! It will make the level feel more happy and
warm. The clouds will stay soft pink/orange which
are the tones of the sunset.

4.5 Possible Helpers
 Hawaiian NPC
 Miner
 Flowers

4.6 Possible Enemies
 A coconut that can do the roll attack similar to
Banjo’s attack.
 Boulders
 Cannibals
 Walking boiling pots
 Pineapples
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Some enemies that have been used by the pirate levels can also be reused. Such as
the crabs and the clams.

4.7 Puzzle Pieces
There’s one Mr Jiggy you have to get as a boulder inside the volcano.
There’s one Mr Jiggy that is also inside the volcano that you can only get as Banjo.
It’s the most dangerous one since you need to prevent getting squashed by the
boulders. And not run into lava.
There’s a Mr Jiggy at the top of the volcano. You need to get there using your skills.
If you fall off a platform you will have to start over. There’s one stream of lava which
you need to avoid.
In the temple next to the volcano there’s the hidden red jingo. You need to avoid
traps to get it and defeat enemies.
There’s a Mr Jiggy at the island with the geysers. It’s a puzzle piece, you need to
push some smaller rocks onto the geyser holes to clog them up. Once that’s done the
big boulder will move due to the pressure and Mr Jiggy will appear.
There’s one Mr Jiggy in the mine. You will have to ride the mining cart to get there.
(It’s at the very end of the ride.)
There’s also a split up where if you take the left way you will not get the green jingo,
but if you go right you will. It’s a very small detour, so most will think nothing of it. You
can’t really see the jingo if you take the left road.
There’s one Mr Jiggy in the lagoon. You will have to dive for it.
There’s also a blue jingo in one of the trees but it’s on a tiny island and you’ll have to
make a swim for it to get there.
There’s a squid boss on one of the sandy beaches (it’s half in the water). It squirts ink
at you and tries to grab you with two of its tentacles. You have to jump onto its other
arms and climb the squid and then attack it. If it moves again you will fall off, so it’s a
mater of making your move quick.
You will need to help the Hawaiian to gain another puzzle piece. You need to defeat
the coconuts that are preventing the Hawaiian to get to the flower fields.
On the island with the cannibals you have to find another puzzle piece.
It’s high in the trees and you can easily fall off. You can also make use of jumping
platforms. The ground is littered with enemy cannibals who have a big boiling pot.
Once you’ve found all 5 jingo’s you get your final Mr Jiggy.
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4.8 Fire Eyes Stones
These are stones with an eye pictured on them. A fire is lid above them and they
seems like guardians. When you shoot an egg at the stone and hit the eye it closes.
If all 4 eyes are closed you can get to Mr Jiggy in the temple.

4.9 Flight Platforms
I think that flight platforms are sometimes not really helping the game play. They can
ruin some of the puzzles, making it possible to completely skip some of them simply
by flying around in the level picking up Jiggies.
So in the beginning of my level you will be restricted in your movement, having to use
bridges or boats or logs to get across the water.
There is one flight path at the top of the volcano

4.10 Random ideas
Your mine cart ride has to end somewhere. So it will end at another island called
Geyser Island. You can get to this island to jump on floating logs or a flight platform.
Maybe I can use the fire eye stones to make the temple easier. Like an open eye
means danger and if you close it you won’t have to worry about it.
Maybe the squid boss should be on the jungle island….
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5 LAYOUT
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5.1 Start Island
This is a small island pretty high up in the water. It’s connected to two other islands
with 2 bridges. There are some palm trees but mostly rocks.
At the small flat surface where you start there’s also a rock with an eye on it and fire
coming out on top. This is a Fire Eyes Rock. If you shoot an egg at it, the eye
closes and stays closed. The camera now shows you a room where a huge statue
closes his eyes as well.

5.2 Jungle Island
The Jungle Island has a rocky terrain and lots of vegetation that you can climb.
At the centre there’s some kind of valley that’s inhabited by cannibals. You can use
jump disk, the hills and the vegetation to climb up.
Somewhere in the vegetation there’s a hidden jiggy.
The cannibal Village contains some houses and a big boiling pot above a fire.
There’s a green jingo on top of it so you really need to rescue it. But if you move
carefully and avoid enemies you can easily get him.

5.3 Industrial Island
The industrial Island is a very rocky and messy island.
Here you can find the entrance of the mine. If you jump into the front mining cart
you will be ridden into the mine.
If you jump into all the mining carts and quickly jump out. You’ll see that under the
last mining cart you can find the Witch Switch.

5.3.1 Mine
Once you’re inside the mine the player will be stuck to the cart. The player can
press left to make the cart roll on it’s left wheels. Or right to roll on its right wheels.
The player can even jump with the cart.
In the middle there is a split where you can chose to go right or left (you’ll need to
put your weight to the right side) if you go left or do nothing you will miss the
green jingo. But you can’t see it, so you’ll never know unless you go again and
take the other route.
There are a lot of music notes here. And at the very end you can jump for a jiggy.
Then you role out and come to a stop at the geyser island.
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5.4 Volcano Island
The big island in the middle is the one with the actual volcano. This is also where the
player can find mumbo Jumbo’s hut and be turned into a boulder. The boulder can
roll around and is immune to lava.
This is why Mumbo Jumbo’s skull hut is so large. Else the boulder wouldn’t be able to
come out of the entrance. Once outside a rim will prevent the boulder from venturing
too far, since it can’t jump. So it will have to go inside of the volcano.

5.4.1 Temple
The temple has square hallways lid up with torches.
On your way through a maze of hallways you find several traps such as:
 Trap doors. If you move too fast you will fall in. If you avoided falling in
you can simply jump over. Sometimes platforms give away that there is a
trapdoor.
 Arrows shooting from the walls. You can easily spot them and approach
them enough so they fire without you getting hit. Then you can pass them
quickly.
Puzzle
Deep within the temple you find a jiggy. But it’s locked up and you can’t get to it.
Next to it are four huge statues whom eyes follow Banjo.
Depending on whether Banjo has closed some of the eyes of the Fire Eyes Rocks
these are also open or closed.
If they are all closed Banjo can get the jiggy.

5.4.2 Inside Volcano
Inside the volcano you have large caves; some of them are unexcitable for Banjo
because of lava.
Other caves contain rolling boulders which you need to avoid by walking in the
same direction or waiting for it to pass.
It’s very hard to walk here but there’s a jiggy if you can get far enough.

54.3 Outside Volcano
At the back of the volcano, near the top there is a flight platform. From here you
can fly to the lagoon.
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5.5 Lagoon
The lagoon is a small strip of
land that contains a patch of
safe swim water. There are
palm trees on the edges contain
music notes and eggs.
At the far end of the lagoon you
see a tiny island with one palm
tree on it. On top of it is a blue
jingo. If you jump from another
palm tree and use Kazooie to
slow down your fall you can
safely reach the island and get
the jingo. To get back you do
the same thing.

5.5.1 Coral Reef
When you dive inside the save lagoon you see all kinds of corals. There are also
jelly fish floating around. You need to avoid them and dive deep into the lagoon to
find a hidden jiggy in one of the ruins there.

5.6 Hawaiian Island
On this island you’ve got sandy beaches and palm trees.
There are coconut enemies that perform the roll attack to
hit you and some huge flowers.
There’s also a squid boss on one side of the beach.

5.6.1 Hawaiian Village
In the village you see a desperate Hawaiian NPC. He
tells you that he wants to make a flower necklace but he
can’t because of the coconut enemies. If you help him
by getting 6 flowers back to him he will reward you with
a puzzle piece.

5.7 Geyser Island
On this small island you can find several geysers. They each sprout hot water at a
regular timing but not in sync with the other geysers. If Banjo hits the water he looses
one health point.
There are some bushes on this island but the ground is too hot for some serious
vegetation.
There is also one big geyser with a rock on it.
Puzzle
If Kazooie shoots an egg and it’s hits the geyser it will get clogged and stop sprouting
water.
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If Banjo manages to clog enough geysers the big one will spit the rock into the sky
revealing a jiggy.
The mining exit can be found here.
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6 LAYOUT 2
Some corrections were made.
1. The level was too big.
I did some measuring in Treasure Trove Cove since it’s an island and my level is a
bunch of islands. Treasure Trove Cove is also the biggest level of Banjo-Kazooie and
since mine was already too big I probably need as much space as I can.
I also added all the collectables and the placements of enemies and puzzles so I
could really see how it should be done.
2. I didn’t stick to the theme. Industrial doesn’t really fit well with Hawaii.
So I’ve got Hawaii. I still want to have the geysers. I researched a bit and put it up
under Hawaiian/Volcano theme. And I found out about Hawaiian geysers which are
simply blow holes (water under pressure) so it would not hurt Banjo.
I also found out that there was a legend about a lizard crying out for help. I could use
that as well.
3. Fire theme not wholly integrated.
It seemed that I had not truly captured the whole fire theme. I had only the volcano
which was at a specific side of the level.
I added a fire pit where the Hawaiians can dance and breathe fire. A cemetery with
fire spirits (this is based on a legend of one of the Hawaiian Islands.) And I want to
emphasize that the fire eyes have a torch in them.
I also deleted the parasols, because they didn’t really go with fire or Hawaii.
I also made my sun huge. It looks really great and makes you feel warm.
4. My decisions were not all covered.
The squid boss.
I want a squid as boss because it’s what Hawaiians eat, besides it’s a known sea
monster and has great attacks!
The Fire eyes were also not very well integrated. I did some research and apparently
Hawaiians are not very keen on eye contact, they themselves only have eye contact
for 2-3 seconds then avert their gaze to repeat the progress. So in my fire/Hawaii
level I have the eyes that need to be closed because it’s rude to stare.
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6.1 Volcano Island
This is the biggest island and contains the volcano and the temple that’s against the
volcano. Also a squid boss terrorises the beaches. He’s angry because the
Hawaiians keep eating his fellow squids. He takes out every ship that wants to
approach the temple.
The squid tries to flatten you with the ships (he needs a lot of space for this but he’s
very slow) when he rest Banjo can climb up his tentacles and do a beak buster on top
of his head. If the player does this three times the squid will be defeated.
If Banjo Defeats him the cemetery at the starter island will stop producing fire spirits.
At the other side of volcano you can find some Hawaiian geysers. They each sprout
water at a regular timing but not in sync with the other geysers. If Banjo hits the water
he’s pushed away.
Puzzle
If Kazooie shoots an egg and it’s hits the
geyser it will get clogged and stop sprouting
water.
If Banjo manages to clog enough geysers
the big geyser (who’s clogged with a big
rock) will spit the rock into the sky revealing
a Jiggy.
There are also some pillars across the
beach. If you jump from the temple towards
them you can use jump disks to jump from
one to another until you reach the Jiggy at
the end.
At the back of the volcano there’s a lizard in
a cave who cries for help. His cave is cut off
with lava. When you look above you will see
rocks. If you lower the right rock the lava
takes a different route and the lizard is free.
He will reward you with a Jiggy.
If you look behind the lizard you will find a
pink jingo at the back of his cave.
Inside the volcano you can find the red jingo on a small platform just below the edge.
t the base of the temple you can find a fire eyes stone.

6.1.1 Temple
The temple has square hallways lighted by torches.
On your way trough a maze of hallways you find several traps such as:
 Trap doors. If you move too fast you will fall in. If you avoided falling in
you can simply jump over. Sometimes platforms give away that there is a
trapdoor.
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Arrows shooting from the walls. You can easily spot them and approach
them enough so they fire without you getting hit. Then you can pass them
quickly.

In one of the hallways you can find the green jingo.
Puzzle
Deep within the temple you find a Jiggy. But it’s locked up and you can’t get to
it. Next to it are four huge statues whom eyes follow Banjo.
Depending on whether Banjo has closed some of the eyes of the Fire Eyes
Rocks these are also open or closed.
If they are all closed the gate will open and Banjo can get the Jiggy.

6.1.2 Inside Volcano as Banjo
Inside the volcano you have large caves; some of them are inaccessible for Banjo
because of lava.
Other caves contain rolling boulders which you need to avoid by walking in the
same direction or by waiting for them to pass.
It’s very hard to walk through here but there’s a Jiggy if you can get far enough.

6.1.2 Inside Volcano as Boulder
As a boulder you can get through the passages with lava and find another Jiggy.

6.2 Starter Island
This is a small rocky island. You begin/exit disk is on a hill that you can only climb
with Talon Trot.
One hill contains a Fire Eyes Rock but you can’t get to it. The player has to find a
hill of the same height and then shoot at it to close the eye.
On the ground there’s a small cemetery where fire
spirits wander out of… they don’t chase Banjo,
they just wander, and as soon as they hit the
water, they disappear, but new ones keep
coming. If Banjo touches them he will be lit on fire
and get 1 damage every 4 seconds. If he hits the
water the fire will go out.
Once you’ve defeated the squid boss the fire
spirits (victims of the squid boss) will disappear
and a Jiggy will appear in a secret doorway.

6.3 Hawaiian Island
On this island you’ve got sandy beaches and palm trees. There are coconut
enemies that perform the roll attack to hit you and some huge flowers that you can
climb.
There’s also a fire eyes stone here that you can close from the small island in the
water.
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6.3.1 Hawaiian Village
In the village you see a group of Hawaiians
around a bonfire. One of them tells the player that
they want to make a flower necklace but they can’t
because of the coconut enemies. If you help him
by getting 6 flowers back to him he will reward you
with a Jiggy.
You can also hear the yellow jingo when you are
in the village. He’s actually in the middle of the
bon fire and you have to jump in to get him. If the
player touches the fire he will burn and get 1
damage every four seconds until he reaches
water.

6.4 Lagoon
The lagoon is a small strip of land that contains a patch of safe swim water. There
are palm trees on the edges contain music notes and eggs.
There’s also a fire eyes stone that you need to hit from the other side of the
lagoon.
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At the far end of the lagoon you see a tiny island with one palm tree on it. On top of
it is a blue jingo. If you jump from another palm tree and use Kazooie to slow down
your fall you can safely reach the island and get the jingo. To get back you do the
same thing.

6.4.1 Coral Reef
When you dive inside the save lagoon you see all kinds of corals. There are also
jelly fish floating around. You need to avoid them and dive deep into the lagoon to
find a hidden jiggy hidden in a clamp. If you time it well you can take the jiggy
without damage and go back up.
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7 Source
Wikipedia
Some Banjo-Kazooie info was taken from wikipedia.
Banjo-Kazooie
Most screenshots were taken on my laptop with the playstation emulator.
Youtube
Banjo Kazooie Mt. Fire Eyes Videa [Beta Unreleased level]
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vo6AdQA5UTg
Internet
Or from http://www.spiralmountain.co.uk/ a great banjo-kazooie website. With lots of
information, pictures, fanart and information about the other games.
On http://faqs.ign.com/articles/440/440993p1.html there was a nice detailed list about
banjo-kazooie moves by Gold Mage.
http://www.igougo.com/travelcontent/journalEntryActivity.aspx?Mode=2&Caption=thin
gs_to_do_in_Kauai&ReviewID=1187232&EntryID=54707
Info about Hawaiian geysers.
Info about hawaii
http://www.alternative-hawaii.com/hacul/index.html
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